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Quote of the Month
‘‘There are no secrets to success, it is the result of preparation, hard work and learning
from failure’’ Colin Powell

Made in the Midlands Awards
We are pleased to announce that Hepworth were presented with the Manufacturing
Achievement Award at the Made in the Midlands ceremony held at the Austin Centre in
Birmingham on the 29th October.
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The award was presented by Professor Kevin Morley, one of the stalwarts of manufacturing
and of the Birmingham area, to Peter Turnock, Sales Director who commented “We have a
highly skilled team of designers and engineers with a well trained workforce, coupled with
significant investment in plant and equipment, which allows us to increase our very diverse
worldwide customer base with exports now representing 75% of sales.”

Marine Exhibition
METS 2015

Hepworth International will be exhibiting at METS Marine Equipment Trade Show which
will be held at Amsterdam Rai Exhibition Centre, Europaplein in Amsterdam from 17th –
19th November 2015. The exhibition attracts buyers from around the world and, on the stand
for the first time, will be the Monitor Marine International range of high quality deck and
interior fittings.
Come and see us in the SuperYacht Pavilion, Stand No. 10.108

Marine
Hepworth delivered windscreen wipers systems for the Disney cruise ship, Disney Magic
earlier this year and has recently been informed that the first trip went without a hitch, and
that everything on the wiper side was working well. The replacement project included 13x
Type C Straight Line Wiper systems.
In 2014 Hepworth’s agent in the U S, In-Mar Systems, supplied 3x Type D Straight-Line
windscreen wiper systems and 3 x 1000 Series Control Systems for the second U S
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) -Powered Off Shore Vessel.
The Harvey Power, the second of six LNG OSVs being built for Harvey Gulf International
Marine by Gulf Coast Shipyard Group, is now fully in service. The vessel is working for
Shell Upstream America’s deep water operations in the Gulf of Mexico.
The vessel will refuel with LNG at Harvey Gulf’s new LNG bunkering facility at Port
Fourchon in southern Louisiana which allows access to more than 600 oil and gas rigs and
platforms within a 40-mile radius. When operating on LNG the Harvey Power can operate
in excess of 19 days in normal Gulf of Mexico rig supply mode between refueling.
Hepworths agent for the Netherlands, Observator, secured the order for the supply of Type D
Wynn Straight Line wiper systems with 8000 Series Controllers for the newly launched
Maersk Connector.
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Damen’s shipyard Galati in Romania was the scene of the launching on 23 July 2015. The
latest new-build Maersk Connector is owned by Danish shipping company Maersk who have
a fleet of over 60 vessels.
The first charter of the new support vessel is to subsea technology and services provider
DeepOcean UK for seven years. Its first project will include cable-laying activities on the
Bligh Bank wind farm, located off the Belgium coast. For this task, the subsea support vessel
will offer space to accommodate up to 90 personnel.
The Maersk Connector is equipped with survey and trenching tools including a 7,000 tonne
carousel for cables, making the vessel perfectly able to perform its job at interconnector
projects, which are connections between the electricity transmission systems of different
countries, in this case via subsea cables.
The vessel is expected to be delivered in February 2016 after it has been tested during
various sea trials by the end of this year.

Monitor Marine
Manufacture of all Monitor Marine products is now in full swing at our Hepworth site in
Redditch, England in accordance with ISO9001:2008 Quality Standards, and without any
delays to customer delivery schedules.
The recently introduced 1 Tonne SWL Multi-Purpose Plug-In Connector has been tested by
Lloyds British and the 5:1 load strength factor was exceeded, when only the shackle gave
way at over 6.5 tonnes loading!! There was no damage to the Connector.
There are numerous applications for the Monitor Flush-Fit Connectors, apart from being used
as lift points for tenders etc. A light aircraft manufacturer in the USA has ordered three 1
Tonne Connectors which will be fitted to the underside of the wings and nose. Having little
or no windage in flight, they will safely anchor the parked plane in all weather conditions.
There will be a number of new product developments being exhibited at the METS Show in
November, including
668 36 a 75mm diameter range of deck drains which can be supplied with
bespoke logo designs. Orders have already been placed for the newly launched Monitor
Maintenance Kit which will service all lock assemblies and connectors.

Fabrication Exhibition
Hepworth Fabrications will be exhibiting at the East Midlands Exhibition held at Pride
Parkway, Derby – 9am – 2pm.
Fabrication’s Phil Davis and Luke Russell will be manning stand No. 17 where visitors will
be given a warm welcome.

Fabrication
Luke Russell, Sales Executive, has recently attended a machinery manufacture exhibition and
made several new contacts including Airbus from the defence industry, a notoriously difficult
sector to gain access to.
Hepworth International’s Sales team will be attending the Rail Interiors Exhibition on 4th –
5th November held in Prague Letnany Exhibition Centre, where Sales Executive Luke Russell
plans on meeting several old customers who have been quiet for the last couple of years to
hopefully rekindle a good business relationship.

Rail
Ian Lockett, After Sales Manager, and Alastair Timmis, Rail Account Manager, have carried
out a range of customer visits during October, including to a potential new customer in the
Czech Republic.
Hepworth Rail International has delivered a trial windscreen wiper unit for Alstom in the UK
for Class 175, multiple unit passenger, for a 3 month trial which is taking place.
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